Boats Go With the Flow

Recommending the Best Toys
and Products for Kids

In a world that’s mostly water, it makes sense
that children want to explore and navigate the
waterways. From discovering how cups float in their
first bath to watching a paper boat rush away in a
flooded street gutter, kids have a natural fascination
with water and the crafts that move upon it. Whether
they want to power-up a fast ship creating wakes of
wonder or just go with the flow, the following watercraft are ideal ways for your children to explore
whatever floats their boat!

by Paige Gardner Smith

Sprig Dolphin
Explorer

My Toy Boat
(Magic Cabin)

(Sprig Toys)

Ideal for hitting the water in the
‘old school’ way, the classic My Toy
Boat is a water-worthy flat-bottomed
boat that replicates those used by
New England fishermen in the 19th
century. Handcrafted from sturdy
buoyant pine and painted with real
boat paint to weather the effects of
maritime action, these are ideal boats for the wading set who
like to wander shallow creeks and inlets. These boats come
in two sizes, a two-foot red and a 14” long blue, so skippers
can choose the best vessel for their voyages. Designed to be a
lasting heirloom toy, My Toy Boat is built to withstand years of
shore-side play and sailing the inner seas.

Tug Boats and
Barge

Double Horse
Speed Boat

One of the coolest things
that children can discover
about boats is how important
they are in our everyday lives.
We see truck and trains carrying goods every day, but it’s the
often out-of-sight big container ships and barges that move the
bulk of our freight from place-to-place. The Tug Boat and Barge
demonstrates boats as transportation, moving about lightweight
foam blocks that can be used to build floating piers, towers and
bridges in the bath. The water tension on the blocks helps them
“stick” together when wet. The flat barge is big enough to carry
plenty of constructible blocks, while the tug moves the barge
around the bath, so the youngest sailors can build their own
waterways and navigate the world they create!

For the older maritime adventurer (ages 10 and up), the
Double Horse remote-control
speed boat takes the action to
broader outdoor waterways like pools, small ponds and freshwater lakes. It’s almost a perfect scale model of a real racing craft,
with slick speedboat design in a range of colors. Powered by a
rechargeable battery, the controls allow for forward, backward,
stop, left and right turn direction for the launched boat on the
water. This very responsive RC speedboat flies across the water
with a range of about 100 feet and makes sharp turns with ease.
The balance is good, too, so it doesn’t flip easily. The high-power takes a toll on the battery, so the run-time is limited until the
battery re-charges, but WOW, the waves and wakes are worth it!

Pretend-play hits the
imaginary high seas as the
Sprig Dolphin Explorer sets
sail. With its own wee captain
(whose hat and backpack are
removable), a durable dinghy, and dolphin figures (who can join
the journeys), the Sprig is waterproof and ready to ride the waves
in the bathtub or swimming pool. As a play set the Dolphin Explorer is ideally suited for land lubber adventures as well. Crafted
from Sprigwood, which is made from re-purposed plastic from
milk jugs, the Sprig Explorer is also the ‘greenest’ boat to voyage
upon the ‘big blue’. This is the boat that will have kids looking
forward to bath time as they cast away the anchor lines on their
imagination and embark on fresh journeys in the water!

(Shuang Ma)

(Just Think Toys)

Paige Smith is a freelance writer and syndicated columnist living in Alabama. More on GET THIS! at www.PageBookMedia.com.
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A Page in a Book

by Paige Gardner Smith

Princesses of Every Kind

Every little girl is entitled to her measure of royal treatment as a little princess, but not all young ladies are cut from the same royal purple cloth. Some
may want to wear the ermine-trimmed gown, while others prefer to chase the
ermine through the woods, catch it and tame it. The following titles introduce
princesses who break the mold (a bit) from the gently-reared stereotypes of
pampered, gently-spoken damsels in distress. Introduce your young reader to
princesses who cut through the princess fluff and make their own way, on their
own terms with royal flair!

The Princess and the Packet of Frozen Peas

by Tony Wilson and Sue deGennaro (Peachtree Publishing)
Prince Henrik knows he must someday marry a princess, but he doesn’t know how to find
the right one. His married brother suggests placing a pea under layers of mattresses and inviting
candidates to sleep upon them. He says only the most sensitive and delicate of princesses will
detect the pea underneath. But Henrik’s brother’s princess wife appears to be merely thin-skinned
and touchy. Henrik wants to find someone who is just the opposite; a princess who likes camping
and hockey, a girl who smiles and is resourceful and kind. So Henrik tries his own variation on the
“pea” method on visitors to the castle. With a thin sleeping bag and a packet of frozen peas, Henrik hopes his test may just weed out the ‘delicate’ princesses from the one who is tough enough
to be a real princess. Whimsically illustrated with collage, gouache and pencil, this light-hearted
approach to match-making will delight princes and princesses alike.

You Can’t Eat a Princess

by Gillian Rogerson and Sarah McIntyre (Price Stern Sloan / Penguin)
Every kind of amazing chocolate dessert is being laid out for Princess Spaghetti’s party when
she discovers that her father, the King, has been abducted by aliens from outer space! She asks for
the royal guards to help with a rescue mission, but they are not brave enough to go. The princess
takes matters into her own hands, going after her father with a plan to get him back before he becomes the aliens’ main course. Using every bit of the authority and diplomacy that comes with her
role, Princess Spaghetti takes the lead on the King’s rescue, finding a sweet solution that will keep
him off the aliens’ menu in the future. Putting the lie to the damsel in distress, ‘You Can’t Eat a Princess’ is a delicious addition to every little girl’s book menu.

Dangerously Ever After

by Dashka Slater, Illustrated by Valeria Docamp0 (Dial / Penguin)
From pet scorpions and brakeless bicycles to her collection of broken glass and daggers,
Princess Amanita’s tastes are a bit edgy among young royalty. Her garden is lush with stink lilies,
swinging mace vines (look out!) and needled cacti. But when young Prince Florian rolls by on his
bike, he’s not put off by her dangerous garden. He wants to make friends, so he gifts her with a
lovely bouquet of roses from his own garden. Without a terrible odor or razor-sharp leaves, Princess
Amanita puzzles over the roses… until she discovers the thorns. She asks Prince Florian for rose
seeds to plant in her own garden, but instead of roses, Princess Amanita gets a crop of ‘noses’ that
sniffle, snore and disturb the whole castle. Hitting the road to return the troublesome blooms to Florian, Amanita gets lost and only something that ‘smells good’ can help her find her way. With lush
and capricious illustrations, ‘Dangerously Ever After’ is a delightfully unconventional princess story!
Find more A Page in a Book recommendations at www.PageBookReviews.com.
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